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CELEBRATING ITS 25th BIRTHDAY
and WHERE IT'S HEADED
5:30 pm, Friday, March 20; call 885-6777 to reserve a space.
Launched on February 4, 1995, the Makaliʻi continues to be the focal
point and primary classroom for Nā Kālai Waʻa Moku O Hawaii, to
conduct community educational programs utilizing Hawaiian voyaging
and non-instrument navigation as its foundation. Hundreds of students
have learned the art of celestial navigation upon this double-hulled
canoe that embodies all aspects of Hawaiian cultural traditions and
practices and manifests "technology at its best" in ancient times.
Come hear about the Makaliʻi's 25-year history from Senior Captain
and Pwo Navigator Chadd Paishon, and learn where the next 25 years
may take the waʻa.
Chadd has also sailed aboard Hōkūleʻa since 1984. His voyages
include, the 1985-1987 Voyage of Rediscovery, the 1992 No Nā Mamo
voyage through the
Pacific, the Nā ʻOhana Holomoana voyage, and
the 1999 E Mau voyage to Micronesia aboard the
voyaging canoe Makaliʻi. In 2007, on the island of
Satawal, Chadd received Pwo along with four other
navigators from Hawaiʻï.
"He waʻa he moku, he moku he waʻa"
(The canoe is our island, and the island is our canoe.)

"HOW TO HEAL
YOURSELF NATURALLY"
THE SOURCE of HEALING
is INSIDE of YOU!
with Zettelyss Amora, IYT

Monday, Mar. 16 • 12:30—1:45 pm
"The body is a self-healing organism, so it's
really about clearing out the way so the body can
heal itself." — Barbara Brennan

WHEN IT COMES TO
END OF LIFE CARE,
TALKING MATTERS
with E. F. (Eddy) CASH-DUDLEY
and ARLIN DUDLEY-CASH

Thursday, March 5 • 10 am—Noon OR
Wednesday, March 11 • 6—8 pm
92% of people say that talking with their loved
ones about end-of-life care is important. 32%
have actually done it. 95% of people say they
are willing and want to talk about their end-of-life
wishes. Most just don't know where to start.
Eddy will be using the worksheets from "The
Conversation Project" to talk about individual
desires. Since 2012, The Conversation
Project (TCP) has been inspiring end-of-life
conversations within homes and communities.
One is never too young to let others know. In
addition, an advance health care directive will be
made available to participants with instructions
on completion.
Eddy is a family law attorney. Her focus has been on helping
families in crisis and offering low budget aid to seniors including
simple wills and advance health care directives.
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Join us and learn about VIBRATIONAL
MEDICINE: ways to keep your Vital Life Force
Energy balanced and flowing! Energy must
flow to maintain optimal health and well-being.
Like water, energy which is moving is clear and
powerful, while imbalances and blockages lead
to stagnation which materialize in the body as
illness, in life as problems, and in mental states
as dissatisfaction, agitation, depression, and
other unpleasant thought forms.
CLEAR FLOWING ENERGY is key to abundant
health and the gateway to more happiness and
overall enjoyment of life. Balanced energy allows
you to participate in all your daily activities mo'
betta'.
Zettelyss is an Integrative Yoga Therapist, as well as an instrucor
in T`ai Chi and Qi Gong.

save the date

a benefit brunch
Celebrating Tutu’s House 26th Birthday
April 25, 2020
10:30 am - noon
SAVE THE DATE!
Saturday Dementia Caregiver Boot Camp
With the Aloha Chapter of the Alzheimer’s Association

Saturday, April 4 • 9:30 am—4:00 pm
Join Patrick Toal for a day of informative workshops hosted by the Aloha Chapter of the Alzheimer’s
Association, Tutu’s House and Hawaii County Office on Aging.
• 9:30 am

Living with Alzheimer’s For Caregivers of Early Stage Partners

• 10:45 am

MOVIE: FIREFLY DREAMS – by director John Williams (Japanese film with English
subtitles)

• 11:45 am

Lunch Break (movie continued during lunch break)

• 1:00 pm

Legal & Financial Planning

• 2:30 pm

Understanding and Responding to Dementia-Related Behaviors

We know that caregivers can’t always take an entire day off. So, you can stay for the entire day or just
a portion of it. Space is limited. Don’t delay. Register today!
Registration is required.
To register, contact:
Patrick Toal, MSW
(808) 518-6649, patoal@alz.org
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PROGRAMS

885-6777

tutushouse.org

There are no fees for Tutu’s House programs; tax deductible donations are always welcome.

MIND • BODY • SPIRIT

“ H O W T O H E A L Y O U R S E L F CHESS FOR ALL with Chuck Hart, instructional
NATURALLY” — THE SOURCE of HEALING leader. Learning and playing chess can develop

YOGA BASICS for all levels with Janet Lam. is INSIDE of YOU! with Zettelyss Amora, IYT and maintain cognitive skills, improve focus
Start your week with a smile feeling balanced,
flexible and strong. This class includes the
fundamental yoga poses students generally
learn within their first year of practice. Although
not specifically a beginner’s class, the movement
sequence can easily accommodate students new
to yoga or returning to a yoga practice. Janet has
been studying meditation and yoga since 1994,
and teaching in various Waimea locations since
completing the rigorous Anusara teacher training
program.
Every Mon. • 8—9 am

YOGA MIXED LEVELS with Zettelyss Amora,

Integrative Yoga Therapist; energizing practice of
yoga postures (asanas), meditation and breath
awareness. This class explores principles of
alignment, awareness and energy while gently
stretching, opening, and strengthening the body.
Basic and more challenging options are offered
making the session suitable for beginning and
intermediate students.

Tue., Mar. 10, 24 & 31 • 4—5 pm

MEDITATION AND ITS PRACTICE with

and T`ai Chi & Qi Gong Instructor. Join us and
learn about VIBRATIONAL MEDICINE: ways to
keep your Vital Life Force Energy balanced and
flowing! Energy must flow to maintain optimal
health and well-being. Balanced energy allows
you to participate in all your daily activities mo’
betta’.
Mon., Mar. 16 • 12:30—1:45 pm

WORDS OF WISDOM CIRCLE facilitated by
George Mycroft & Shira Hunt. Group participants
may bring a piece of inspired writing to seed this
lively, open, organic and honest conversation.
Names will be drawn randomly and the selected
person will read their contribution aloud to launch
the conversation. Readings will be time-limited (5
minutes), and group discussion will flow freely
for as long as internal and spiritual inquiry is
generated.. Meeting on the 4th Wednesday of
each month, we shall share as many or as few
readings as time allows. Bring your Spirit and
share your Soul.

and concentration, improve or maintain rational
thinking and problem solving. Gathering to play
chess can be a safe forum for discussion and
making friends.

Tue., Mar. 3 & 17 • 4—5:30 pm

BACKGAMMON with Everett Knowles. Join
a group of backgammon lovers. Players of all
levels are welcome. Come and have fun with
the world’s oldest board game. Please bring
your own backgammon set if you have one so
there will be enough for all interested persons to
Every Wed. • 10—11:30 am
participate.
KNITTING & KNITTING SUPPORT with
Gretchen Geisler, lifetime knitter. This class
is for all skill levels from 10 years old to adult.
Bring your projects, get your knitting questions
answered, and visit with other knitters; stay as
long as you can. Beginners will be guided into a
suitable project.
Wed., Mar. 4 &18 • 1—3 pm

Wed., Mar. 25 • 3 pm—4:30 pm WEAVING DAY with members of the Big Island

Annapurna Sarada, a student and practitioner
of Vedanta, Yoga, Sankhya, and Tantra in the
Ramakirshna Lineage for over 30 years. During
this hour of peaceful reflection, Annapurna will
present a short meditation-related teaching,
followed by silent meditation. Regular meditators
as well as newcomers to the practice are
welcome. We will create a suitable atmosphere. TUTU’S QUILTERS with Kathy Lukens; learn
Peace, Peace, Peace... If you prefer floor sitting, quilting Hawaiian style while meeting a great
please bring your own pillow.
group of people. For beginners or experienced,
Every Thu. • 2:30—3:30 pm initial supplies provided or bring something
you are working on. Good company and
encouragement guaranteed.

CREATIVE,
CULTURAL & SOCIAL

Every Mon. • 9:30 am—Noon

ADVANCED UKULELE with friends and

students of Aunty Marjie Spencer; this group
welcomes experienced players of all ages.
Bring your own ukulele and join this friendly
CHAIR YOGA facilitated by Kit Hill, MA, group in a morning of friendship and song.
Every Tue. • 9:30—11:00 am
practicing yoga for over 30 years. Chair yoga
modifies poses so they can be done while seated
in a chair. Using the chair as an extension of TUTU’S HOUSE WRITERS’ Support
your body allows you to take full advantage of Group with Dave Fouts. Creative writing offers
yoga’s amazing health and fitness potential. a way to express emotions, explore philosophical
People with disabilities, weight challenges, concepts and expand intellectually. We have new
inflexibility or who just cannot get on the floor writers to published authors — many genres:
(for whatever reason) are welcome to join this fiction, non-fiction, essays and poetry. Come
weekly practice to promote improved balance, prepared to share something you are currently
flexibility, muscle tone and blood circulation, working on with this engaging group in an
as well as a calmer mind and a better mood. encouraging place to explore your writing voice,
and receive constructive feedback or comments
Ongoing participation is encouraged.
Mon. (Except Mar. 2) • 2—3 pm if you desire. Every Tue. • 10 am—Noon

Chapter, Hawaii Handweavers Hui. Learn to
create handwoven cloth: watch a demonstration,
try your hand at weaving, learn to weave with
Waimea handweavers. If you’re already a weaver,
share your projects, questions and interests with
us on the first Friday of the month.

Fri., Mar. 6 • 1—3 pm

SCRABBLE for NEWCOMERS with

Annabel Spielman. This “newcomers table”
is collaboratively supported by our long-time
Friday wordsmiths to welcome and encourage
entry-level or “rusty” players. Full use of 2 and
3 letter word lists, relaxed rules and dictionary
use to check spelling is permitted. No challenge
penalty. If word is incorrect, player gets another
chance to play. Youth and student players are
welcome. As players graduate at-their-own
speed from the beginners’ table, they can
move up to the “varsity” table if they want.

Every Fri. • 1:30—4 pm

SCRABBLE MEETUP with Annabel Spielman.
Long time players of this (yoga for the brain)
game play traditional Scrabble. No use of “cheat
sheets” and dictionary unless a challenge is
made. A valid challenge causes the player to lose
turn; if invalid, the challenger loses a turn. There
is laughter and banter as players ponder whether
to challenge. There is room for games of 2 to 4
players with changes of tables and opponents as
time allows. It’s a great way to retain and expand
vocabulary, spelling, memory and observation
skills in a congenial atmosphere.
Every Fri. • 1:30—4 pm

COMMUNITY EDUCATION
KEIKI STORY TIME with Joseph Granato
a.k.a. Uncle Mango. Bring your keiki to take part
in an inter-active storytelling with Uncle Mango
as he reads his original story about a sailboat
named “Ke Keiki Nani.”
Wed., Mar. 18 • 10—11 am

PLANT BASED HUI & POTLUCK with

Vivienne Aronowitz, MPH, Registered Dietitian
and CDE. Did you know eating a plant-based diet
is one of the most powerful actions you can take
to protect the planet and promote sustainability?
We exchange recipes, tips and food. Bring a
copy of your recipe and please ensure it does not
include any ingredients from animals (meat, fish,
poultry, eggs or dairy). Dishes must be serviceready (no kitchen utilities available). Please bring
your own reusable plates, bowls and utensils.

Wed., Mar. 18 • 5—6:30 pm
JUNGIAN READING/DISCUSSION
GROUP facilitated by Jim Gordon, PhD, retired

Clinical Psychologist. Join us as we read aloud the
works of C.G. Jung and other Jungian analysts.
This group is currently reading and discussing
“The Portable Jung”, edited by Joseph Campbell.
Please bring your own copy of this book (or use a
Kindle) with you to our group gatherings. Please
call Jim at 360-316-9609, to indicate your interest
and confirm your place in this circle, and for any
questions you may have.

Every Thu. • 10 am—12 pm

THE CONVERSATION PROJECT with E.
F. (Eddy) Cash-Dudley. 95% of people say they
are willing and want to talk about their endof-life wishes. Most just don’t know where to
start. We will be using the worksheets from “The
Conversation Project” to talk about individual
desires. One is never too young to let others
know. In addition, an advance health care
directive will be made available to participants
with instructions on completion.
Thu., Mar. 5 • 10 am—12 pm
or Wed., Mar. 11 • 6—8 pm
HEY, THIS IS YOUR MIND TALKIN’ TO
YOU! with Joseph Granato a.k.a. Uncle Mango.

After 2 NDE’s and being in a semi-coma, I have
come to experience our journey of life/death and
how to live it resistance free and with the most
joy,” says Joseph. His presentation will be a
discovery of YOU and how to get back to ZERO,
the place we were at the moment of birth!

Fri., Mar. 13 & 27 • 5:30—7 pm

ANCIENT MEDICINE IS NATURAL
MEDICINE with Dr. Deborah Ardolf, ND, SLP,
naturopathic physician. Come learn how old our
medicine is and how effective it still is today. The
first of 3 monthly talks will focus on the history of
the immune injection.

Mon., Mar. 16 • 5:30—6:30 pm
MAKALI‘I’S 25-YEAR HISTORY and
WHERE IT’S HEADED with Pwo Navigator

Chadd Paishon. Come hear about the Makali‘i’s
25-year history and learn where the next 25 years
may take the wa‘a.

Fri., Mar. 20 • 5:30—7:00 pm

SUPPORT GROUPS

THE JOURNEY OF MENOPAUSE with CAREGIVING CONVERSATIONS with Karyn
Jennifer Bell, FNP and Women’s Health Provider.
Menopause can be a challenging time in many
women’s lives. In this talk, Jennifer will give
an overview of the menopause process, what
to expect, what is normal and abnormal, what
remedies/interventions are available and, most
importantly, answer your questions about this
powerful time in a woman’s life.

Clay, host and owner of Ho`onani Place, Waimea’s
Adult Day Care, and professional caregiver since
1995. Whether you are a caregiver by heart, hire
or relationship, join fellow caregivers in sharing
stories, support and inspiration. Please join us
in this opportunity for self-care and support.

Wed., Mar. 4 • 11 am—Noon
Tue., Mar. 31 • 5:30—7 pm C A N C E R S U P P O R T G R O U P f o r
WOMEN ~Whether a survivor, currently in

PHYSICAL, HEALTH &
FITNESS

treatment, recently diagnosed, or coping with
the effects of cancer on a loved one, you are
invited to join this group to discover the power
of healing through connection with other women
BEGINNER’S YOGA with Kiyomi Falcon, RYT, who share a common bond.
Wed., Mar. 4 • 12:30—2 pm
LMT. Yoga has both preventive and therapeutic
benefits. It increases body awareness; relieves
chronic stress patterns and muscle strain; relaxes MOMS to MOMS BREASTFEEDING
mind and body; centers attention; sharpens Support Group with Leila Ryusaki, and Kehau
concentration; and frees the spirit. Kiyomi also Kealoha. The goal of a breastfeeding support
incorporates meditation practice into this class. group is to encourage and support pregnant
Tue., Mar. 3 & 17 • 4—5 pm and breastfeeding women. For new mothers,
the preferred source for information about child
OLA KINO HEALTHY LIVING LECTURE rearing is other mothers. This group is for women
SERIES with Mango Medical’s Health Coaching new to breastfeeding, as well as nursing veterans
team. Join a special guest invited to inspire you. who have a desire to reach out and help those
Previous guests included Chef Stephen Rouelle who are new to breastfeeding. This is a safe
and Stephanie David who shared different and comfortable place to ask questions, share
avenues to better health through nutrition or experiences and build community.
simple lifestyle changes. Encompassing all
Wed., Mar. 11 • 1—2 pm
aspects of health, wellness, and lifestyle choices,
these sessions meet on the first Tuesday of each PARKINSON’S AND NEUROPLASTICITY
for the purpose of community education and WELLNESS SUPPORT GROUP ~ Talk
conversation. Tue., Mar. 3 • 5:30—6:30 pm Story. Individuals with PD and other neurological
their partners, caregivers and
T.O.N.E.~ Tap Optimal Natural Energy with challenges,
others wanting to be part of a local Parkinson’s
Zettelyss Amora , Integrative Yoga Therapist.
Enjoy exercise for your body, mind, and spirit. Set community support network are encouraged
to music, our movements are designed to stretch to attend. Discussion focuses on personal
and open the body for more power and energy. experiences, community resources and PD
We warm up first and end up with a period of related topics, including current research.
deep rest and relaxation. Stretching, combined Attendance by regular and new members is
Wed., Mar. 11 • 1—3 pm
with breathing awareness, and movement encouraged.
through cardiovascular intervals and sets for THRIVE AFTER A NARCISSISTIC
muscle building. Every Tue. • 3—3:45 pm RELATIONSHIP with Jen Caulfield, group
T`AI CHI with Zettelyss Amora, RYT, Integrative leader. Want support, resources and education
Yoga Therapist. This ancient system of exercise after mistreatment from someone with narcissism?
is done in a slow, focused manner which aligns Learn you’re not alone; find validation and clarity.
you with natural forces that support well-being, Move from despair to survivor to thriver. You can
improves balance, relaxation, and coordination. It go from feeling emotionally bruised to flourishing
emphasizes deep breathing and enhances brain- and happy, even after a toxic relationship. This is
body communication. The simple movements are a safe place: first names only. Even if you don’t
easy to learn. Even beginning students will feel want to speak, come and just listen. Benefit from
benefits at their first class. It can be especially the materials and sharing from others in the
suitable for seniors or those in recovery from same boat. The last Wednesday of each month,
illness or injury, and can be done standing or in feel free to bring something to eat and drink.
a chair.
Every Thu. • 1—2 pm
Wed., Mar. 25 • 12 pm—1:30 pm

The Story of Ke Keiki Nani
with Uncle Mango a.k.a Joseph Granato

Wednesday, March 18 • 10—11 am
Bring your keiki to take part in an inter-active storytelling
with Uncle Mango! It’s time to share with keiki how great
they really are! BIG HUGz!
Uncle Mango will tell his original story of "Ke Keiki Nani"...
Beautiful child! For we are all beautiful children, in the eyes
of GOD, "Akua."
Ke Keiki Nani is a story of a sailboat; and like sailboats, we
are constantly adjusting our "sails", to stay on course. For
us, staying on course is to "FEEL GOOD!"
We are all born infinitely GREAT! Sometimes, though, life
doesn't teach us those lessons. This is a series of short
stories, "moʻolelo", about discovering (or re-discovering)
your "GREATNESS", to "re-teach" you, about "YOU!"
Joseph will continue his
series of talks “Hey,
This is Your Mind”
for adults on Friday,
March 13 and 27
from 5:30—7 pm.
Learn and discover
ways to live a longer,
healthier and have a
more productive journey,
where you are the creator
of YOUR SCRIPT, YOUR
MOVIE, YOUR JOY!

Weaving Day
with the Hawaii
Handweavers’ Hui
Woven cloth is part of our daily
lives and has been for thousands of
years. Unlike knitting which is looped,
weaving entails going over and under
threads to produce cloth that can
be used for clothing, rugs, towels,
curtains, napkins, placemats and
many other household and daily life
functions.
Learn to create
handwoven
cloth at Tutu's
House with
members of
the Hawaii
Handweavers'
Hui, every first
Friday of the
month from
1 to 3 pm.
Basic weaving
concepts will be presented. There
will be a loom or two set up to watch
a demo or try your hand at. If you're
already a hand weaver, come by and
talk story and share your projects,
ideas and questions.
Next Weaving Day is
Friday, March 6, 1 to 3 pm.

THE JOURNEY OF MENOPAUSE
with Jennifer Bell, FNP and Women's Health Provider

Tuesday, March 31 • 5:30—7:00 pm
Menopause can be a challenging time in many women's lives.
In this talk, Jennifer will give an overview of the menopause
process, what to expect, what is normal and abnormal, what
remedies/interventions are available and, most importantly,
answer your questions about this powerful time in a woman's
life.
Jennifer has been a Family Nurse Practitioners for 25 years with an emphasis in
women's health for the past 7 years. From 2015-2017 she worked with Lyn Lam,
MD, in her UroGyn practice through North Hawaii Community Hospital. Jennifer and
her family moved to Hawaii Island from Maine in 2015 and love being here.

ANCIENT MEDICINE
IS NATURAL
MEDICINE: IMMUNE
THERAPY

‘Ōlelo ā māmala‘ōlelo

Hawaiian Word or Phrase

with Dr. Deborah Ardolf, ND, SLP

Monday, March 16
5:30—6:30 pm
(postponed in February
due to stormy weather)
Immune
Therapy.
These two
words have
come back
in vogue,
especially
in the world
of cancer
care, but did
you know
it has been
around since
the 1600's? Dr. Ardolf, ND will be
presenting the history of autologous
immune therapy and its evolvement
through the decades. Come learn how
old our medicine is and how effective
it still is today.

He Nani Waimea!
Beautiful Waimea!

We are blessed by the beauty that surrounds us, whether be
it nature, good deeds, sweet music, gently falling rain (even
the monsoon rains we just received), a smile, or, just sharing;
all coming forth naturally. You can see it, feel it, hear it, touch
it, and even taste it! Yes, Waimea is Aloha.

Ho‘o Wala‘au Editor: Shawn Saito
Our writing team: M. Kapuniai, Shawn Saito
and program leaders

He Nani Waimea!
Beautiful Waimea!
by M. Kapuniai

Photo courtesy of Ethan Tweedie.

We appreciate your phone call for class
registrations so we can support our presenters with
their preparations. We may also need to notify you if
a program is canceled unexpectedly or rescheduled.

Mahalo! 885-6777

T UTU S HOUSE

Kamuela Business Center (Upper Level)

Information found in Ho‘o Wala‘au and at Tutu’s House is not meant to
replace the professional care you receive, but is meant to be used in conjunction with it. We urge you to share what you discover at Tutu’s House
with your family, physician and/or healer. Tutu’s House is a project of
Friends of the Future, a Waimea-based non-proﬁt organization.
Volunteers and donations are welcome.

64-1032 Mamalahoa Highway, #304
Kamuela, HI 96743
Phone (808) 885-6777 Fax (808) 885-4998
E-mail: tutus@tutushouse.org Web: www.tutushouse.org
Open Monday thru Friday 8 am to 5 pm,
plus evening and weekend program hours.
Welcome!
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MONDAY

TUESDAY

2

8a Yoga Basics
9:30a Tutu’s Quilters

9

8a Yoga Basics
9:30a Tutu’s Quilters
2p Chair Yoga

16

8a Yoga Basics
9:30a Tutu’s Quilters
12:30p How To Heal

Yourself Naturally
2p Chair Yoga
5:30p Ancient
Medicine Is
Natural Medicine

23

8a Yoga Basics
9:30a Tutu’s Quilters
2p Chair Yoga

30

8a Yoga Basics
9:30a Tutu’s Quilters
2p Chair Yoga

9:30a Advanced

WEDNESDAY

3

Ukulele

10a Tutu’s House

Writers’ Support
Group
3p T.O.N.E.~ Tap
Optimal Natural
Energy
4p Chess For All
4p Beginner’s Yoga
5:30p Ola Kino Series

10

9:30a Advanced

4

10a Backgammon
11a Caregiving

17

Ukulele

10a Tutu’s House

Writers’ Support
Group
3p T.O.N.E.~ Tap
Optimal Natural
Energy
4p Chess For All
4p Beginner’s Yoga

24

9:30a Advanced

31

Ukulele

10a Tutu’s House

Writers’ Support
Group
3p T.O.N.E.~ Tap
Optimal Natural
Energy
4p Yoga Mixed Levels
5:30p The Journey Of
Menopause

5

10a Carl Jung Study
Group

11

10a Backgammon
1p Parkinson’s &

12

10a Carl Jung Study

SATURDAY

6

7

13

14

1p Weaving Day
1:30p Scrabble
Meetup

Project
1p T`ai Chi
2:30p Meditation & Its
Practice

1:30p Scrabble

Group
Meetup
1p T`ai Chi
5:30p Hey, This Is
Your Mind Talkin’
2:30p Meditation &Its
To You!
Practice

18

19

20

21

27

28

10a Keiki Story Time 10a Carl Jung Study 1:30p Scrabble
Group
Meetup
10a Backgammon
1p T`ai Chi
5:30p Makali‘i’s
1p Knitting
25-Year History &
2:30p
Meditation
&
Its
5p Plant Based Hui &
It’s Future
Practice

Potluck

25

10a Backgammon
10:30a Hula For

Ukulele
10a Tutu’s House
Beginners
Writers’ Support
12p Thrive After
Group
A Narcissistic
3p T.O.N.E.~ Tap
Relationship
Optimal Natural
3p Words Of Wisdom
Energy
Circle
4p Yoga Mixed Levels

9:30a Advanced

FRIDAY

10a The Conversation

Conversations
12:30p Cancer
Support
1p Knitting

Ukulele
Neuroplasticity
10a Tutu’s House
Support Group
Writers’ Support
Group
1p Breastfeeding
3p T.O.N.E.~ Tap
Support Group
Optimal Natural
6p The Conversation
Energy
Project
4p Yoga Mixed Levels

9:30a Advanced

THURSDAY

26

10a Carl Jung Study

1:30p Scrabble

Group
Meetup
1p T`ai Chi
5:30p Hey, This Is
Your Mind Talkin’
2:30p Meditation & Its
To You!
Practice

MARCH
2020

Weekly

Programs
885-6777

tutushouse.org

